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The Math Handbook has been developed for students with Dyscalculia and others who are

struggling with mathematics. The book is based upon the Singapore Primary Mathematics

curriculum, as well as the International Math curriculum. More than twenty topics are covered and

explained step by step through visual representation to convey mathematical concepts. It has been

specially developed for: Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Students who have been diagnosed with Dyscalculia; other terms

may include Mathematics Learning Disability, or Mathematics Disorder Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Students who

have been diagnosed with Dyslexia; as according to research more than fifty percent of those

experience difficulties with mathematics. Some students may have Dyslexia and Dyscalculia as

co-existing disorders Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Students diagnosed with ADHD; as they may struggle with

mathematics. Some students may have ADHD and Dyscalculia as co-existing disorders. Ã¢â‚¬Â¢

Students who have difficulties in learning Mathematics Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Slow learners Ã¢â‚¬Â¢

Teens/Adults who have severe Math Difficulties or Dyscalculia Students will gain more confidence in

mathematics, become more independent and produce better results. This book will provide them

with an opportunity to experience success and maintain a positive attitude towards math. It is

suitable to be used in combination with Educational Therapy or remedial intervention in Math that

students with dyscalculia or Math difficulties need. An assessment conducted by a psychologist is

essential and early interventions are most effective.
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Excellent book! The one to buy!

The Math Handbook by Helmy Faber reviews many math topics at the elementary school. As a

parent and Educational Psychologist, this book has helped me to understand how students make

visual associations with math skills without rote repetition and memorization.Although not meant

only for visual learners, the student who learns best by being able to see the concepts and using

color, can use this book as a reference to review concepts over and over again if it becomes

unclear or is forgotten. It is easy to pick up and reference topics of interest to you and your child

without the need to go through chapters and chapters. The colors and larger font also make it less

intimidating and overwhelming.The pages at the end of the book are a great place for students to

take notes. Being able to refer back to the different lessons can potentially help to lessen anxiety

about forgetting how to solve a problem or a math fact. The ultimate goal is to increase a

childÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s confidence in mathematics, and this book can help your child to do just that!

The book consists of visual math examples for number bonds, addition and subtraction,

multiplication and division, rounding, numbers to 100, ordinal numbers, fractions, decimals,

percentages, and math vocabularies. He does not include any math theories. There are no

explanations on why visual examples will help students with math difficulties. Most, like the

percentage chart, are easy to incorporate into daily use. Others, like converting fraction to decimals,

need additional practice. The author is a psychologist/educational therapist with a practice in

Singapore. She received a masterÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s degree from Utrecht University in

developmental and child psychology.I was randomly chosen through a Goodreads Giveaway to

receive this book free from the publisher. Although encouraged, I was under no obligation to write a

review. The opinions I have expressed are my own.

Honestly, this is the Dyscalculia book I have been waiting for. I deliver Special Educational needs

training in the UK and I have found it to be an invaluable asset. The book is clearly laid out, colour

coded and makes connections between concepts, recording, symbols and presence of number. I

don't know how I managed without it.

I was very impressed with The Math Handbook. Each topic has a lucid explanation and sufficient

examples suitable for anyone struggling with math. Overall, excellent content and would highly

recommend this book to anyone facing challenges in mathematics.



This is an easy read guide to help and support for people with maths difficulties. It reminded me how

much we take for granted and how we need to ensure the foundation skills are in place to be able to

become more confident. Well done.

Great book!! A must for school going kids.
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